Abstract. We prove that there exist «-homogeneous polynomials p" on a complex d-dimensional ball such that II /»" II "o = 1 and Ily7"ll2 * fñ2~d. This enables us to answer some questions about Hp and Bloch spaces on a complex ball. We also investigate interpolation by «-homogeneous polynomials on a 2-dimensional complex ball.
unit ball in Cd, i.e. Bd = {? G Cd: <f, f > < 1} and Sd will stand for the unit sphere in Cd, i.e. Sd = {£ E Cd: <£, f >= 1}. The point (1,0,... ,0) G Sd will be denoted by 1.
On Sd we have the natural rotation-invariant probability measure a. Wn(Sd) will denote the space of all «-homogeneous polynomials on Cd restricted to Sd. On Wn(Sd) we will consider various norms. For f E Wn(Sd) we put 11/11^ = ilsd\fWd°iS)r/p if 1 <P < « and \\f\\x = supf6SJ/(f) | . The Banach space iW"iSd\ II • \\p) will be denoted by WfiSd). The symbols Lp(Sd) and Lx(Sd) have natural meaning. The closure of all polynomials in Lp(Sd) will be denoted by H (Bd) and Hx(Bd) will denote the space of all bounded analytic functions on Bd. Obviously for « = 0,1,2,..., W?(Sd) is naturally a subspace of Hp(Bd). For information about Hp(Bd) the reader may consult [5] .
1. In this section we prove the main result of the paper and give some applications to the structure of Hp spaces. We introduce the notation a{d, p) = f \(l;,l)r dait). Proof. We will consider the natural representation of U(d) (the group of all unitary operators on Cd) on L2(Sd) defined by g h-» Tg, Tgf(Ç) = f(g~xÇ). The spaces W2(Sd) are invariant, irreducible spaces for this representation. Since P" commutes with this representation and Im Pn C W2(Sd), we infer that Pn | W2(Sd) = Xld. If we put/(r)) = <tj,1>" we obtain A/(l) = (P"f)(l)=f(i), so X = 1. This means that Pn is an orthogonal projection onto W2(Sd). Its norm as an operator on LJSd) equals aid, n)a(d,2n)-x < 2d~x. Theorem 1.2. For every n there exists pn E Wn(Sd) with \\pn\\x = 1 and \\p"\\2 >xfñ2~d.
It can be computed that aid, p) = T((l + p)/2)T(d)/T(d + p/2).
Before we start the proof of Theorem 1.2 let us recall some well-known notions concerning finite-dimensional Banach spaces. Let X, Y be finite-dimensional Banach spaces. We put X(*) = infill Til ■ \\S\\:X^Lxtx, TS = Id*, Lx is an arbitrary Ljuy-spacej More information on this can be found in [6] Proof. Since the spaces under consideration are finite dimensional, there exists a polynomial p0 realising the minimum. We can assume p0ii) -1 = ll/Poll«,-It is easily seen that Pin = -^r---f%o(h,ei9iz2,...,ea^zd)der-'ded_l = (S,ir. The space 9d has a natural invariant probability measure u. Moreover for f E Lx(a) we have (6) f M)doiï)=( (fit-t) dt dp.it).
Using (6) and the Khintchine inequality we obtain (7) / \lakP"kin daiS) ~j Jï\ak\2\P"kiè)\2dp{è).
Since || pn II oe -1, (7) does not exceed /2 \ak\2 . On the other hand, c2\ak\2<Í2\ak\2\pHkií)\2dpiS)
This implies^k \^\2^ipk\ak\2\pnkU)\2dpiO-So by (7) we get (4).
To prove (5) The proof follows immediately from (6). Using Lemma 1.7 and the classical one-dimensional Paley theorem (cf. [3] ) we obtain that the operator QÇ2kfk) = ^kf, is a continuous projection in Hx(Bd). Moreover as in (7) Remark. We do not know the isomorphic type of a Banach space Im Q. Theorem 1.2 also gives some information about the space 9>(Bd) of all Bloch functions on Bd. Definitions and basic properties of the space %(Bd) are contained in [7] . From Theorems 1.5 and 4.10 of [7] it follows that 1kakp2k E %(Bd) for every (ak) E lx. On the other hand Proposition 1.5 shows that 2kakp2u E Hp(Bd), 0 < p < oo, if and only if (ak) E l2. These two facts yield 2. In this section we consider several natural operators between W™(S2) and lx+ ', and show that those operators do not give good estimates for d(W™(S2), lx+x). Our results, although nonconclusive from the Banach space point of view, give some new information about interpolating polynomials in Wn(S2).
We will call a set A = (tj0, ij,,. .. ,ijM} E S2 admissible if Xtj, = tj7 if and only if i = y and X = 1.11 is clear that for every sequence of complex numbers (a0, ax,...,an) there exists a uniquely determined polynomial p E Wn(S2) such that p(t\j) = a¡, j = 0,1,...,«. In particular for every admissible set A we have a set of polynomials Vj E Wn(S2),j = 0,1,... ,n, such that ^(ti,) = 8ji (8j¡ being the Kronecker symbol). Let us introduce some geometric notions on S2. We will use the rotation-invariant pseudometric p(f, ti) = yT -| (f, r/)|2 . In fact it is a natural metric on two-dimensional complex projective space. We will use the parametrisation of S2 as z = v/pV', w = yi -p <?", 0 =£ p « 1, 0 *£ \p *s 277, 0 =c 0 *£ 2ir. In this parametrisation da = (l/4ir2)dpd4'd8.
Using this parametrisation one sees that for small r, a(B(r\, r)) r 2. By P(-q, rx, r2) we will denote the set {f G S2: rx < p(f, tj) < r2}. Now we are ready to consider the interpolating polynomials vr(z, w) in WX(S2). We have the following 
= T-f 2/" /"2"hi | p1/2 + ayT -p e''+1 dp d¿ 1 + «M 1/2 -M d\p dp.
Using Lemma 2.3 we see that (8) is greater than \\\-lj"ln pdp> -6/n2
If p(l, f ) < 1/ vtT then a > in -1 so (8) Remark. Clearly the above proof can be adopted also for d > 2. Remark. The space W¡¡°(S2) can be identified with certain weighted space of polynomials in one variable. Namely we put z/w = v and we obtain 2 a. 
